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Have you completed your
ANNUAL SURVEY?!
It’s that time of year again to fill out the annual survey and we need your help! We are collecting
information based on your fleet’s alternative fuel and advanced technology vehicles, idle reduction efforts,
alternative fuel station openings and fuel economy improvements. Please take a moment to fill out the
survey based on your fleet. By doing so, you’ll help us track all of the alternative fuel usage, locations and
vehicles in Wisconsin.

Each year WCC compiles the numbers we receive and we produce a coalition report. This report
reflects all of the great work with alternative fuels going on in Wisconsin. It also provides Wisconsin with
opportunities for funding alternative fuel projects and helps promote our coalition and our great state.
Please note the survey includes petroleum reduction methods outside of using alternative fuels and
hybrid vehicles. It includes methods like carpooling, telecommuting, low-rolling resistance tires, trailer
aerodynamic packages, and switching to more efficient or smaller vehicles.

WISCONSIN SMART FLEET
The Wisconsin State Energy Office (SEO) and Wisconsin Clean Cities (WCC) announced the
official launch of the Wisconsin Smart Fleet program and website, www.wismartfleet.org, Tuesday, Jan. 7,
2014.
The Wisconsin Smart Fleet program provides fleets with a planning tool and
outlines different options to help Wisconsin fleets meet their internal economic goals
while reducing their carbon footprint. The Wisconsin Smart Fleet program is initially
inducting fleets with three or more vehicles.
Fleets in the program go through a three-step process: a fleet analysis; a site
visit; and recommendations and ratings. The rating is a points-based system and
fleets can obtain a higher rating based on the types and methods they use to reduce
their petroleum usage. The more a fleet does to reduce their petroleum usage, the
more points they can score. A fleet can be designated as 5-star, 3-star, 1-star, or
Smart Starter, and every five years the fleet has an opportunity to move up within the
rating system.
Twenty-nine Wisconsin fleets have already begun the process to become Wisconsin Smart Fleets.
Participation in this program demonstrates the time and effort these organizations are putting forth to
make their vehicle and equipment fleets more environmentally friendly and contributing to Wisconsin’s
sustainable future. There is currently a waiting list to join the program for January 1, 2015. To put your fleet
on the waiting list visit the website at www.wismartfleet.org and fill out the online form.
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BARRIERS TO ADOPTING
ALTERNATIVE FUELS SURVEY
Barriers to the Adoption of Natural Gas, Electricity and Propane as Vehicle Fuels
Tell us your opinion about the adoption of natural gas, electricity, and propane as vehicle fuels. Please fill
out the survey as honestly and completely as possible.

The survey is part of The Lake Michigan Corridor Alternative Fuel Implementation Initiative; a new U.S.
Department of Energy grant-funded program through the Gas Technology Institute (GTI). As part of the
grant, GTI, Chicago Area Clean Cities (CACC), South Shore Clean Cities (SSCC), and Wisconsin Clean
Cities (WCC) are determining barriers to the adoption of alternative fuels. The results of this survey will be
used to create specific educational documents and events.

ECO-DRIVING COURSE
WISCONSIN CLEAN CITIES INTRODUCES A NEW TRAINING COURSE FOR CLASS 8
OVER-THE-ROAD TRUCKS
Wisconsin Clean Cities (WCC) received Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) program funding
and is partnering with Waukesha County Technical College (WCTC) to offer over-the-road truck drivers
eco-driving training. Eco-driving involves learning techniques to maximize a vehicle's energy efficiency.
The purpose of the program is to develop and deliver a curriculum program to
heavy-duty trucking fleet drivers within the six county non-attainment area of
southeastern Wisconsin. The program includes developing an eco-driving training
module for heavy-duty trucking fleets; recruiting, training and evaluating of at
least two truck fleets; including pre-testing and post-testing, behind the wheel and
classroom training; reporting pre-test and post-test results of the fleets; and a final
written report, with all curriculum, training materials, driving results, and estimates
of emission reduction. Read More
CLICK HERE to check out Fuels Fix’s new website including all of the clean cities coalitions!
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QUESTION OF THE MONTH

2014 VEHICLE BUYERS GUIDE
Today more than ever before, auto manufacturers are helping drivers and fleets reduce petroleum use,
save on fuel costs, and cut emissions by offering hundreds of light-duty vehicle models that take advantage
of alternative fuels and advanced technologies.
This guide presents a comprehensive list of 2014 light-duty alternative fuel and advanced vehicles,
grouped by fuel and technology. It features model-specific information on vehicle specs, manufacturer
suggested retail price (MSRP), fuel economy, energy impact, and emissions. When you are ready to
identify your options, compare vehicles, and find data to inform your buying decisions, this guide can serve
as an unbiased resource.
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GREEN TRUCK SUMMIT
The Green Truck Summit, held in conjunction with The Work Truck Show, is the industry's premier
conference known for offering world-class education on clean vehicle technology innovations for vocational
trucks. This nationally recognized event offers real-world ideas, strategies and solutions for selecting and
GTS14 Brochure Coverimplementing advanced vehicle technologies and alternative fuels.
The Summit features presentations from technical experts, government
officials, industry leaders and early-adopter fleet managers. Speakers
share their insights and lessons learned from implementing green
technologies. This year’s Summit is scheduled for Tuesday, March 4
(8:00AM-6:15PM) and Wednesday, March 5 (8:00AM-10:45AM) at the
Indiana Convention Center in Indianapolis, IN.
Gain Essential Details on: Advanced technology trends, ways to reduce fuel consumption, technology
selection and deployment strategies, funding opportunities and incentives, critical advances in engine
and fuel technology, implementation challenges, determining return on investment, OEM strategies for
incorporating advanced technologies into future product offerings and much more !
PLUS, Clean Cities members receive a special discount! CLICK HERE for more

HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLE
TRAINING
5-Day SAE International Advanced Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) Diagnostics
March 17-21, 2014
Madison College
1701 Wright Street
Madison, WI 53704
One of the fastest growing automotive sectors is the field of vehicles using electric propulsion systems.
These technologies are providing significant opportunities and challenges to automotive instructors and
technicians. The topics covered in this course are designed to prepare them to take and pass the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) International Advanced HEV Diagnostics Exam. Upon successful
completion SAE awards their Certificate of Competency. The participants must complete the first 4-days
of coursework with on-line assessments prior to taking the hands on practical assessment and final
written exam on Day 5. Read More
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MEMBERS IN THE SPOTLIGHT
ANGI Energy Systems is a privately held, North American company that
designs and manufactures systems for compressed natural gas (CNG) vehicle
fueling and tube trailer transport. Natural gas fueling equipment is our core
business. We provide a specialized team of sales, project management,
engineering, and field support experts who work with each customer to
analyze their unique fueling needs, supply complete fueling solutions, and
coordinate to required standards and codes. We strive to provide a complete
and optimized natural gas refueling system solution for each customer.
Since 1983, we have grown to be North Americas leading supplier of CNG refueling equipment for natural
gas vehicles by providing reliable and innovative systems. We deliver leading edge CNG equipment with
the lowest overall life cycle costs and have a long-standing reputation as a leader in the high pressure
compression industry. ANGI provides superior customer service, project management, maintenance, and
training programs that ensure the success of a project.
At ANGI Energy Systems we are true believers and activists in making CNG go from an alternative fuel
to a standard viable fuel source for vehicles nationwide. We fully support Wisconsin Clean Cities and
their substantial and impactful mission to become a regional and national leader in promoting the use
of alternative fuels and technologies and in advancing our nations economic, environmental and energy
security by supporting actions to reduce petroleum consumption in the transportation sector.

FEATURED
MEMBER

Website

More Information

ROUSH CleanTech Continues Rapid Growth
ROUSH CleanTech, an active member of 30 Clean Cities Coalitions, has
grown from six to 80 employees in the past three years. Jack Roush, of
Roush Enterprises, opened ROUSH CleanTech in 2010 to specialize in
alternative fuel vehicles. The rapid growth of Michigan-based ROUSH
CleanTech has contributed to many corporate fleets adopting vehicles fueled
by clean burning, domestically produced propane autogas. For the 4,000
propane autogas units sold in 2013, about 140 million gallons of gasoline
and diesel will be displaced over the lifetime of those vehicles. Plus, the
company creates a new job at its headquarters or within its supply chain
for every 100 units sold.
“ROUSH CleanTech delivers clean and domestically produced fueling options that help companies across
the country meet sustainability goals, combat fuel costs and reduce dependence on foreign oil,” says Todd
Mouw, the company’s vice president of sales and marketing. Not only does ROUSH CleanTech specialize
in developing clean products, the company’s operations are also environmentally conscious. ROUSH
CleanTech has reduced its waste at a 3:1 rate by using Energy Star appliances and trash compacting.
And the 65,000 square foot facility was built with clean building materials, such as recycled carpet
and furniture, and low volatile organic compound paints and adhesives. ROUSH CleanTech currently
produces propane autogas fuel systems for light- and medium- duty Ford commercial vehicles, Type A
Micro Bird and Type C Blue Bird school buses. For 2014, the company plans to launch propane autogas
powered Ford Transit vans and wagons.
More Information
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MEMBERS IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Kwik Trip Kicks Off 2014 with Two New CNG Stations
LA CROSSE, WI - Kwik Trip Inc., the Wisconsin-based chain of
convenience stores, has continued development of its industry leading
fueling infrastructure for natural gas vehicles in the first quarter of 2014.
In January, CNG sites in Eagan, Minn. and De Pere, Wis. were opened.
Locations in Waterloo, Iowa; Wausau, Wis. and Menomonie, Wis. will also
open in the coming months. Read More

Remy Battery Recognized for Alternative Fuel Leadership in WI
State Organizations Salute Battery Retailer for Conversion to CNG Vehicles
Milwaukee, WI - Remy Battery has been recognized by the Wisconsin
Clean Transportation Program for its leadership in the advancement of
alternative fuels and technology in the state of Wisconsin in 2013. Awards
were presented at the Wisconsin Clean Cities annual stakeholders’
meeting held in December at Lambeau Field in Green Bay. The event
celebrated the efforts and accomplishments of Remy Battery and other
Wisconsin fleets in moving toward the use of alternative fuels and cleaner
air for Wisconsin. Read More

Jeff Tews, City of Milwaukee, Talks About CNG Vehicles in the Snowplowing Fleet
Many government fleet units are making the transition to
compressed natural gas vehicles to supplement the fleet while
diversifying their fuel footprint, but some CNG vehicles as frontline snow removal equipment as well, with very good results. The
City of Milwaukee added 21 CNG-powered refuse packers with
plow hitches since 2010, and is about to double its complement.
Read More

Utilize WCC Social Media
Are you taking advantage of all the benefits of being a WCC member?
Hosting an event? We can spread the word! In the news? We can share the link!
Start utilizing the WCC social media community TODAY!

Connect with us on LinkedIn!

Follow us on Twitter!

Browse our pictures on Flickr!
Subscribe to our YouTube channel!
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WELCOME OUR NEW INTERN!
JACKLYN BRUSS
Jacklyn is a student at University of Wisconsin Milwaukee and will be graduating
this spring with a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Conservation and Environmental
Science with a Biology minor. She is excited about her new internship and is
eager to expand her passion for sustainability by learning more about issues in the
transportation sector!

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!
Together we can “Drive Wisconsin Forward!”
Your membership will allow us to continue to strive for reduced petroleum consumption, clean air, and an
improved quality of life. Along with helping support many projects we are currently working on throughout
WI, your membership would also include several benefits:
• Information on upcoming grants that will allow your company to save money on infrastructure, vehicles,
or fuel, as well as information about projects and the latest alternative fuels news
• Support for grant preparation or assistance
• A representative from your company may serve on our Board of Directors and supporting committees
• Access to Wisconsin Clean Cities events, which include seminars, meetings, and conferences
• Networking opportunities with fleets and industry partners
• Technical training, workshops, and webinars
• Individual consultation and technical assistance
• Public recognition for progress in reducing petroleum consumption and assistance with media outreach.
Diamond Member

Gold Members

Platinum Member
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
February 5, 2014
Considerations for Garage & Maintenance Shops
When Using CNG & LPG Webinar
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CST
February 8, 2014
Eco-Driving Course for Class 8 Truck Drivers
7:00 AM - 1:00 PM CST
February 15, 2014
Eco-Driving Course for Class 8 Truck Drivers
7:00 AM - 1:00 PM CST
February 20, 2014
Station Installation Guidelines for CNG Webinar
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CST

March 8, 2014
Eco-Driving Course for Class 8 Truck Drivers
7:00 AM - 1:00 PM CST
March 15, 2014
Eco-Driving Course for Class 8 Truck Drivers
7:00 AM - 1:00 PM CST
March 17-21, 2014
5-Day SAE International Advanced HEV
Diagnostics Credential, Madison College
March 20, 2014
Kwik Trip CNG Station Grand Opening
Menomonie, WI

February 22, 2014
Eco-Driving Course for Class 8 Truck Drivers
7:00 AM - 1:00 PM CST

March 19, 2014
Best Practices for End Users for CNG, LPG &
Electricity Webinar
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CST

March 1, 2014
Eco-Driving Course for Class 8 Truck Drivers
7:00 AM - 1:00 PM CST

March 22, 2014
Eco-Driving Course for Class 8 Truck Drivers
7:00 AM - 1:00 PM CST

March 4-5, 2014
Green Truck Summit
Indiana Convention Center

March 26-28, 2014
Sustainability Summit & Exposition
Wisconsin Center

March 6, 2014
Station Installation Guidelines for LPG Webinar
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM CST

March 27, 2014
Kwik Trip CNG Station Grand Opening
De Pere, WI

For more event info, visit our events page at www.wicleancities.org/events.php.
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WCC is a nonprofit, 501(c)(3), organization, and is one of nearly
100 Clean Cities coalitions across the U.S. WCC works
to reduce emissions, encourage the use of alternative fuels and
alternative fuel vehicles, and develop the refueling
infrastructure necessary to sustain the industry.

